Effect of Promoter Region Mutations and $mgrA$ Overexpression on Transcription of $norA$, Which Encodes a $Staphylococcus aureus$ Multidrug Efflux Transporter
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NorA is a $Staphylococcus aureus$ multidrug transporter that confers resistance to structurally distinct compounds. The MgrA global regulatory protein is reported to augment $norA$ expression when $mgrA$ is overexpressed from an undefined plasmid-based promoter. Further details about $norA$ regulatory mechanisms are scant. A chromosomal $norA$:lacZ transcriptional fusion was constructed in different $S. aureus$ strains, and allele replacement was used to define the relevance of promoter region sequences to $norA$ expression. The effect of $mgrA$ overexpression in wild-type and mutant backgrounds was also determined. Contrary to existing data, overexpression of $mgrA$ repressed $norA$ transcription in all parent and selected $norA$ promoter mutant strains in a dose-dependent fashion. Disruption of a near-perfect inverted repeat or other putative regulatory protein binding sites did not affect $norA$ transcription, but the repressive effect of $mgrA$ overexpression was blunted in these mutants. This result, and the conservation of all of these motifs in $S. aureus$, suggests that their presence is required for the full effect of MgrA, or other regulatory proteins, on $norA$ expression. Mutations at the +5 nucleotide of $norA$ mRNA (flgB mutations) had a major impact; all resulted in markedly increased $norA$ expression that was significantly reversed by $mgrA$ overexpression. The $flgB$ position of $norA$ mRNA is part of a conserved imperfect inverted repeat; it is feasible that this motif could be a binding site for a $norA$ regulatory protein.

Membrane-based efflux proteins, hereafter referred to as pumps, can contribute to antimicrobial agent resistance in bacteria (25, 43). Some of these drug pumps have a narrow substrate profile, whereas others are capable of removing many structurally unique compounds. These latter proteins are referred to as multidrug resistance (MDR) efflux pumps. MDR pumps have been shown to contribute to the intrinsic multidrug-resistant phenotype characteristic of $Pseudomonas aeruginosa$ (29). In fact, significant effort has been invested in the search for inhibitors of $P. aeruginosa$ MDR pumps, as combining them with pump substrates may result in the return of clinically relevant activity of those agents.

Gram-positive organisms also possess MDR efflux pumps, with Bmr of $Bacillus subtilis$ and NorA of $Staphylococcus aureus$ being the subjects of intensive research efforts. The sequences of Bmr and NorA are 44% identical and 67% similar and, thus, are relatively closely related in evolutionary terms. Expression of $bmr$ is affected by BmrR, a protein encoded immediately downstream of $bmr$ (1). When BmrR binds substrates of Bmr, it interacts with the $bmr$ promoter and activates gene expression. A similar mechanism of gene activation occurs for another $B. subtilis$ MDR transporter, Blt, which is homologous to Bmr (52% sequence identity; 39% identical and 62% similar to NorA) and has a similar substrate profile (2). The expression of $blt$ is enhanced by the binding of BltR (encoded by $bltR$, found immediately upstream of $blt$) to the $blt$ promoter region. This binding is thought to be affected by the interaction of substrates with BltR, although the specific activator substrates have not been identified. Rhodamine, which is a substrate for both Bmr and Blt, activates $bmr$ but not $blt$ expression. BmrR and BltR also differ with respect to their putative inducer binding domains. These data suggest that, despite having similar substrate profiles, Bmr and Blt probably have independent functions. This position is borne out by the fact that Blt has been shown to transport the natural polyamine spermidine, whereas Bmr does not have this function (44).

In addition to the specific regulators just described, the expression of $bmr$ and $blt$ is also affected by MtaN, a global regulator that interacts with their promoters, inducing transcription (5). MtaN consists of the N-terminal 109 residues of a larger protein, Mta (257 residues); the intact parent protein does not activate $bmr$ or $blt$ transcription. It is hypothesized that upon interacting with an inducer (as yet unidentified), the N- and C-terminal domains of Mta are functionally separated, allowing it to function as a transcriptional activator.

QacA and QacB are nearly identical $S. aureus$ MDR efflux pumps encoded by plasmid-based genes that confer resistance to selected biocides (38). These pumps are related to NorA by being functionally dependent on the proton motive force and have some overlap in substrate profile with it. All qacA/B determinants are regulated by the divergently transcribed QacR repressor protein (12). Similar to BmrR and probably BltR, QacR interacts with substrates and in so doing dissociates from its operator site. This results in augmented expression of $qacA/B$. 
The understanding of NorA regulation is less advanced than that of Bmr, Blt, and QacA/B. There is an open reading frame (SA0649 in the S. aureus N315 genome) on the opposite strand and immediately upstream of norA that encodes a putative protein that gives BLAST hits with a number of DNA-binding proteins. The putative promoter of SA0649 overlaps with that of norA, suggesting that the two genes may be coordinately regulated. No data have been published regarding the possible role of the SA0649 protein in norA regulation.

Recently, an 18-kDa protein that binds upstream of the norA promoter has been identified and appears to augment norA expression in the presence on the chromosome of a transposon insertion into arlS (9). The arlR-arlS locus encodes a two-component regulatory system involved in adhesion, autolysis, and extracellular proteolytic activity of S. aureus (10). The exact mechanism by which disruption of arlS modifies norA expression is not clear, nor is the site(s) at which the 18-kDa protein binds within the norA promoter clear. However, experimental data suggest that repeats consisting of the consensus sequence TTAATT may be involved. Four such hexamers are located within 60 bp upstream of the −35 motif (9) (Fig. 1B).

The identity of the 18-kDa protein, initially named NorR, was recently established (42). NorR is a 147-residue protein which has modest homology with other regulatory proteins such as MarR and SarR (3, 31). One group has shown that the binding of NorR to the norA promoter is modified in an arlS-negative strain such that increased norA expression is observed. The same group has also shown that overexpression of norR from an uncharacterized plasmid-based promoter in an arlS− background also appears to result in an increase in the level of norA mRNA and increased MICs of compounds that are NorA substrates (9, 42). In fact, these investigators found that only when norR was overexpressed was an effect on norA transcript level observed in a wild-type genetic background.

![Diagram](http://aac.asm.org/)
but is not required for a NorR effect on the norA promoter and that wild-type levels of NorR have little effect on norA expression. Highly fluoroquinolone-resistant strains of S. aureus have been described in which norA expression is enhanced in the absence of any modification of the arlr-arlS loci or change in norR expression, indicating that factors other than arlr-arlS and norR must be involved in the regulation of norA expression (10, 35, 41, 42). Work performed in our laboratory has also demonstrated that substrate exposure can augment norA expression, but the mediator(s) of this effect are not currently known (20, 23).

Subsequent work has revealed that NorR is not a specific regulator of norA expression but rather is a global regulator that, in addition to altering norA transcription when overexpressed, also affects the transcription of several known autolytic regulators including Arlr-ArlS (17, 30). This protein, which independently has been named Rat (regulator of autolytic activity) and MgrA (multiple gene regulator), is transcribed optimally from two promoters, positively regulates its own expression, and acts at the transcriptional level to enhance the expression of numerous genes, the products of which negatively impact the expression of murein hydrolases. All investigators involved in the study of this regulator (A. L. Cheung, D. C. Hooper, and C. Y. Lee) have agreed on the designation of its gene and protein as mgra and MgrA, respectively, and we will hereafter use these names.

Several years ago we observed the emergence of resistance to ciprofloxacin in a rabbit with experimental S. aureus endocarditis being treated with ciprofloxacin (18). The involved strain (SA-1199B) had a T→A transversion 11 bp downstream of the −10 motif of the norA promoter that subsequently was shown to correlate with an apparent increase in norA mRNA (flqB mutation) (19) (Fig. 1B and 2). The association of this mutation with increased transcription was supported by its introduction into S. aureus RN4220 by plasmid integration followed by quantitative analysis of norA mRNA (21). Others showed that a T→G transversion and a T→C transition at this position resulted in the same phenomenon (35, 36). This mutation lies in the 5′ untranslated region (5′ UTR) of norA mRNA and could alter its secondary structure and, as a result of this, its half-life. We have found that in SA-1199B (T→A flqB mutation) the half-life of the norA message is short (40 s) and not different from that of its parent strain (SA-1199) (unpublished data). However, utilizing a reverse transcription-PCR approach, others have found that the T→G flqB mutation in a different strain results in a prolonged half-life for the norA message (7 min [parent] versus 34 min [mutant]) (11). These authors proposed that norA mRNA is more stable in the presence of an flqB mutation and that this was the basis for the prolonged half-life observed. Why such vastly different half-lives are found for T→A and T→G flqB mutants versus their respective parent strains is not known.

The present study was undertaken in an effort to identify new factors important for the regulation of norA expression, and establish with greater certainty those previously identified, by utilizing a genetic system that creates desired changes in a single copy on the chromosome. Such a system is more representative of what may occur naturally and improves on previous work done with multicopy plasmids. We used information that is known or presumed about the importance of selected individual nucleotides or sequences in the norA promoter region and examined the effect(s) of mutagenizing those positions by allele replacement. Because MgrA appears to affect norA expression only when its gene is overexpressed, the expression of mgra from plasmids by using defined promoters in mutant strains and the appropriate control strains also was evaluated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains, plasmids, media, reagents, and growth conditions. The strains and plasmids employed in this study are listed in Table 1. Unless otherwise noted, all reagents were the highest grade available and were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. Growth media (brain heart infusion broth, tryptic soy broth, and Mueller-Hinton II broth) were obtained from BD Biosciences, Inc., Sparks, Md. pK404 was constructed by cloning an EcoRI-HindIII fragment of pTL2989, which contains mgra and both of its promoters (P1 and P2), into pCU1. pK410 was constructed by amplifying mgra, its Shine-Dalgarno sequence, and all of its putative transcription terminator sequences from S. aureus NCTC 8325-4 and then cloning the product into pALC2073 (6, 42). pALC2073 is an S. aureus-Escherichia coli shuttle vector possessing a tetracycline-inducible promoter controlling the expression of cloned genes. pCU1, pK404, and pK410 were electroporated into RN4220 and then transferred to other strains by transduction with phage 85 (6). All experiments with strains possessing any of these plasmids were done in the presence of chloramphenicol (10 μg/ml) to ensure plasmid maintenance.

Genome data. S. aureus genome data were obtained from online sources (National Center for Biotechnology Information [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/complete.html], The Institute for Genomic Research [http://www.tigr.org], the Sanger Institute [http://www.sanger.ac.uk], and the University of Oklahoma [http://www.genome.ou.edu/staph.html]). Data from these sources will be referred to collectively as genome data.

Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities. Antimicrobial susceptibilities were determined by using Mueller-Hinton II broth and microdilution techniques according to NCCLS guidelines (34).

Nucleotide sequencing and Southern blots. Nucleotide sequences were determined by using the Applied Biosystems 377 automated capillary-based system (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, Calif.) at the Center for Molecular Medicine and Genetics Macromolecular Core Facility, Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich. Southern blots were performed by using standard techniques (39). The norA probe used was labeled with [α-32P]ATP (800 Ci/ mmol; NEN Life Science Products, Inc., Boston, Mass.) by using the RadPrime DNA labeling system and the procedures recommended by the manufacturer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.).

Primer extension. Relative amounts of norA or mgra mRNA transcripts were determined by primer extension. Strains were grown under the same conditions employed for β-galactosidase assays (see below), and cells were collected at an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 1. RNA for this and other experiments for which it was required was isolated by using the RNAeasy midi kit (QIAGEN Inc., Valencia, Calif.). mRNAs were labeled by using the primer extension system-avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase kit (Promega Corp., Madison, Wis.). The oligonucleotides used for primer extension were end-labeled with [α-32P]ATP (3,000 Ci/mmole; NEN) according to procedures recommended by the manufacturer of the primer extension system. Product band intensities were digitally quantitated by using a phosphorimaging system (Storm 860; Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, Calif.) and Phoretix one-dimensional advanced software.
TABLE 1. Study strains and plasmids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain or plasmid</th>
<th>Relevant characteristics</th>
<th>Source or reference(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>S. aureus strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCTC 8325-4</td>
<td>Wild-type strain cured of known prophages, rsbU mutant</td>
<td>27, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN4220</td>
<td>NCTC 8325-4 r:: capable of stably maintaining recombinant plasmids</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2069</td>
<td>RN4220 norA::lacZ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH1000</td>
<td>rsbU „ derivative of NCTC 8325-4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2124</td>
<td>SA-K2124 norA::lacZ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2173</td>
<td>SA-K2124 ECORI mutant</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2161, -K2291, -K2293</td>
<td>SA-K2124 flgB (T&gt;&gt;A, C, or G, respectively)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2242</td>
<td>SA-K2124 TTAATT mutant</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP794</td>
<td>ISP794 norA::lacZ</td>
<td>Q.-C. Truong-Boldoc and D. C. Hooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2383</td>
<td>SA-K2383 flgB (T&gt;&gt;A)</td>
<td>Q.-C. Truong-Boldoc and D. C. Hooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman</td>
<td>Easily transducible clinical strain; rsbU „</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2083</td>
<td>Newman norA::lacZ</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-K2159</td>
<td>SA-K2083 flgB (T&gt;&gt;A)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasmids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pAZ106</td>
<td>Suicide vector for construction of lacZ fusions, Em′</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pK304</td>
<td>pAZ106 containing S′ internal norA fragment</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pTSS2etK</td>
<td>Temperature-sensitive vector used for allele replacement, Tc′</td>
<td>J. Higgins and T. Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCU1</td>
<td>S. aureus-E. coli shuttle vector, Cm′</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pTLL2989</td>
<td>pCL52.2 containing mgrA (P1+P2) cloned between EcoRI and HindIII sites</td>
<td>C. Y. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pK404</td>
<td>pCU1 containing EcoRI-HindIII fragment of pTLL2989 (mgrA [P1+P2])</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pALC2073</td>
<td>S. aureus-E. coli shuttle vector containing a tetracycline-inducible promoter controlling expression of cloned genes, Cm′</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pK410</td>
<td>pALC2073 containing mgrA under control of its tetracycline-inducible promoter</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* TTATTAATT, putative consensus sequences to which a norA regulatory protein(s) binds; Em′, Tc′, Cm′, erythromycin, tetracycline, and chloramphenicol resistance selection; P1+P2, both promoters of mgrA present.
The role played by this repeat in the regulation of norA expression was examined by allele replacement. PCR-based overlap extension was employed to create a product consisting of 350 bp upstream and 178 bp downstream of the norA start codon, with the 5' portion of the repeat altered by substituting an EagI restriction site for the wild-type sequence (14) (Fig. 1B). The PCR product was cloned into pT2S20k (Table 1), and this construct was introduced into SA-K2069 (RN4220 norA::lacZ) by electroporation. Growth of the recipient at 42°C in the presence of tetracycline results in integration of the plasmid into the chromosome at the site of shared homology. Subsequent cycles of growth at 30°C and then at 42°C in the absence of tetracycline results in excision of the plasmid and its ultimate loss, with a small proportion of excisants retaining the mutated norA promoter introduced with the plasmid. After the last temperature shift cycle, the norA promoter of tetracycline-susceptible strains was amplified by PCR, the product was digested with EagI, and a mutant that had an EagI site in its PCR product was identified. The IR mutation was transferred to S. aureus SH1000 by transduction, which also transferred norA::lacZ and produced strain SA-K2173 (Table 1).

In a similar manner, all possible flbB mutations were introduced into the chromosome of SA-K2069 (Fig. 1B). In generating the mutated PCR product, a unique EcoRI restriction site was created 138 bp upstream of the −35 motif to allow detection of strains having undergone allelic exchange. The silent nature of the introduced EcoRI site with respect to norA expression was verified by creation of a strain that possessed this mutation only (see below). Appropriate mutants were identified by digestion of PCR products encompassing the region in question with EcoRI. Transduction was employed to move the mutations and the associated norA::lacZ fusion into SH1000, producing SA-K2161, SA-K2291, and SA-K2293 (flbB A, C, or G, respectively) (Table 1). The T→A flbB mutation and the norA::lacZ fusion were also transferred into ISP794 and Newman for norA overexpression studies (producing strains SA-K2383 and SA-K2159, respectively).

PCR-based overlap extension was employed to create a derivative of the norA promoter in which all four of the consensus TTAATT sequences upstream of the start codon were altered by substituting an EagI restriction site for the wild-type sequence (14) (Fig. 1B). The mutations were introduced into the chromosome of SA-K2069 by allelic exchange, and their presence was verified by digestion of the new restriction sites in a PCR product that included the region in question. The mutations were transduced along with norA::lacZ into S. aureus SH1000 (producing SA-K2242).

All mutants constructed as described above were verified by DNA sequencing and Southern blot analysis. The expression of norA in the mutant and appropriate control strains was determined by MUG assay. MUG assays were repeated three times, and results were expressed as means ± standard deviations in MUG units and were compared by employing the t test.

Overexpression of norA. In the absence of an arlS mutation, overexpression of norA has been reported to augment norA expression (42). We wished to determine whether this effect was changed in any of our mutant strains. Plasmid pCU1 or pK404, as appropriate, was transduced into SA-K2124 (SH1000 norA::lacZ) and its inverted repeat (SA-K2173), flqB (SA-K2161; T→A), and TTAATT consensus sequence (SA-K2242) mutants. These plasmids also were transduced into ISP794 and Newman norA::lacZ (SA-K2382 and SA-K2083, respectively) and the flbB (T→A) mutants of these strains (SA-K2383 and SA-K2159, respectively). To eliminate possible confounding effects of positive autoregulation of plasmid-based norA via its native promoters on, and to determine if there is a dose dependency of, the effect of MgrA on norA expression, pK410, which contains norA under the control of a heterologous tetracycline-inducible promoter, was transduced into SA-K2124, SA-K2161, SA-K2382, and SA-K2083. norA expression was determined for all of these strains by MUG assay; for strains containing pK410, these assays were done by using inducing concentrations of tetracycline of 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 ng/ml. pCU1 and pK404 were also transduced into wild-type SH1000, ISP794, and Newman, and Mics were determined for these strains and the corresponding norA::lacZ derivatives containing the same plasmids. The relationship of norA expression to that of norA was confirmed for strains with and without the norA::lacZ fusion expressing either pCU1 or pK404 by primer extension as described previously.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### MIC determinations.

Compared to SH1000, twofold reductions in MICs for a variety of NorA substrates were observed for SA-K2124 (SH1000 norA::lacZ). Identical results were observed for these same strains containing pCU1, which will not affect the MICs of the tested compounds (Table 2). This is consistent with what has been observed for other norA-disrupted strains (16, 22).

MICs were determined for wild-type SH1000, ISP794, and Newman containing either pCU1 or pK404, and the presence of pK404 resulted in reproducible twofold reductions in MICs for some, but not all, NorA substrates in each strain background (Table 2). The effect was not consistent between strains, with the exception of that for norfloxacin. The reason(s) for the variable effect of norA overexpression on MICs between strains is not readily apparent, but it may be related to differential expression of other pumps unaffected by MgrA that have overlapping substrate profiles with NorA.

The expression of pK404 in SA-K2124 did not affect any MICs, with the same result observed in norA::lacZ fusion mutants of ISP794 and Newman (data not shown). These strains are norA knockout mutants, and the lack of an MgrA effect in this genetic background is consistent with the absence of the MDR pump that it regulates. These data also suggest that MgrA does not affect the transcription of other pumps having the tested compounds as substrates to any significant degree.

Our data are in conflict with the previously reported effect of norA overexpression, which revealed that MICs of norfloxacin, cetrimide, and ethidium bromide increased fourfold when norA was expressed from the temperature-sensitive plasmid pSK950 in the ISP794 background (42). Significant technical

### Table 2. Effect of norA overexpression on susceptibility to NorA substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>MIC (µg/ml) for strain and plasmid:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SH1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pCU1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acriflavin</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacitracin</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetrimide</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethidium bromide</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfloxacin</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodamine</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPP</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SH1000 norA::lacZ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numbers in parentheses are reductions (µ-fold) in MICs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NorA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SH1000 norA::lacZ.*

**BAC, benzalkonium chloride.**

**c**, **BAC, benzalkonium chloride.**

**d**, **TPP, tetraphenylphosphonium bromide.**
and methodological differences exist between this earlier work and ours. The 
\( \text{mgrA} \) clone we employed included its native promoters (P1 and P2), the expression vector was pCU1, and the 
incubation temperature was 37°C. Testing with strains bearing 
\( \text{psK950} \)-based constructs was done at 30°C (permissive 
temperature), and the 
\( \text{mgrA} \) construct used lacked both native 
promoters, in which case expression of the gene had to occur 
by read-through from an undefined plasmid-based promoter. 
In subsequent experiments (described below), we found that 
strain-related issues, incubation temperature, and the presence 
of the native 
\( \text{mgrA} \) promoters do not contribute to this appar-
ent conflict. The one remaining possibility is the different vec-
tors employed. It is possible that expression of 
\( \text{mgrA} \) from 
\( \text{psK950} \) results in concentrations of MgrA much greater than 
that achieved by use of pCU1 (or pALC2073; see below). It is 
conceivable that there are binding sites within the 
\( \text{norA} \) pro-
moter region that have high or low affinity for MgrA, and the 
effect on 
\( \text{norA} \) expression observed is dependent on which 
site(s) is occupied at any given time. High-affinity repressive 
binding sites may be occupied at low to moderate concentra-
tions of MgrA, and low-affinity stimulatory sites may be occu-
pied at very high MgrA concentrations.

\textbf{mRNA quantitation.} The quantity of 
\( \text{norA} \) mRNA was not altered by fusion with 
\( \text{lacZ} \) (compare lanes 1 and 2 in Fig. 2, 
which represent SH1000 and SH1000 \( \text{norA}::\text{lacZ} \) [SA-K2124], 
respectively) or by disruption of the IR (SA-K2173, lane 4) or 
the TTAATT consensus sequences (SA-K2242, lane 5). The 
\( \text{flqB} \) mutation resulted in a quantitative increase in the 
\( \text{norA} \) message (SA-K2161, lane 3), with this effect seen in all \( \text{flqB} \) mutants constructed (data not shown). A similar increase in 
\( \text{norA} \) mRNA has been observed in all \( \text{flqB} \) mutants described 
to date (19, 35, 36).

A profound increase in \( \text{mgrA} \) transcripts was observed for 
strains containing pK404 compared to the same strains con-
taining pCU1, and increased expression of \( \text{mgrA} \) correlated with 
a diminished \( \text{norA} \) transcript level for all tested strains. 
This effect is easiest to appreciate in \( \text{flqB} \) mutants, owing to the 
fact that these strains produce significantly more \( \text{norA} \) mRNA. 
For SA-K2161, \( \text{mgrA} \) overexpression resulted in a 2.3-fold 
decrease in \( \text{norA} \) transcripts (Fig. 3). The same effect was observed 
for strains without an \( \text{flqB} \) mutation and for SH1000, 
ISP794, and Newman without \( \text{norA}::\text{lacZ} \) fusions (data not 
shown). The variable reductions in NorA substrate MICs that 
we observed in the presence of \( \text{mgrA} \) overexpression are con-
sistent with reduced \( \text{norA} \) transcription (Table 2).

\textbf{mRNA half-life determinations.} Whether the apparent in-
crease in \( \text{norA} \) mRNA observed for \( \text{flqB} \) mutants is the result of 
a true quantitative increase, a prolongation of mRNA half-
life, or a combination of both is a controversial issue. We found 
that SA-K2124 (SH1000 \( \text{norA}::\text{lacZ} \)) and its T→A or G \( \text{flqB} \) mutants had similarly short half-lives (68, 43, and 53 s, respec-
tively), indicating that augmented transcription and not in-
creased mRNA stability was responsible for the increase in 
\( \text{norA} \) message observed in these \( \text{flqB} \) strains. The typical half-
life for bacterial mRNA is about 2 min, and our data are 
reasonably consistent with this (28).

These results contrast with previous work that employed a 
strain having a T→G \( \text{flqB} \) mutation, which showed a fivefold 
increase in \( \text{norA} \) mRNA half-life compared to its parent (34 
versus 7 min, respectively) (11). These half-lives are exceed-
ingly long for bacterial mRNA, and the reason(s) for this 
remarkable observation escapes easy explanation. We did find 
that SA-K2291 (\( \text{flqB} \) T→C) had a modestly prolonged \( \text{norA} \) half-life compared to that of SA-K2124 (151 versus 68 s, re-
spectively) that could have contributed to its increased \( \text{norA} \) message and its apparent increase in \( \text{norA} \) transcription as 
determined in MUG assays (see below).

.rpi.edu/applications/mfold, no \( \text{flqB} \) mutant had a predicted 
improvement in 5′ UTR stability versus the wild type (32, 45). 
In fact, all mutants had less favorable free energy of folding 
(\( \Delta \Gamma \)) values. The \( \Delta \Gamma \) for the 5′ UTR of \( \text{norA} \) mRNA for 
SA-K2124 was −11.8 kcal/mol, whereas those of its T→A, C, 
and G \( \text{flqB} \) mutants were −9.2, −10.8, and −8.9 kcal/mol, 
respectively. From these data, it is clear that nucleic acid fold-
ing algorithms are useful guides but their predictions may not 
correlate with experimentally generated data.

In all \( \text{flqB} \) mutants of SA-K2124, MUG assays indicated that 
\( \text{norA} \) expression was increased at least eightfold (see below), 
increased \( \text{norA} \) signal was evident in \( \text{norA} \) primer extension 
products (Fig. 2), and mRNA half-life was not prolonged in 
T→A or T→G \( \text{flqB} \) mutants. These data support the conclu-
sion that in most cases the \( \text{flqB} \) mutation results only in a 
quantitative increase in \( \text{norA} \) message. In selected mutants, a 
modest prolongation of \( \text{norA} \) message half-life may be an 
additive factor.

\textbf{MUG assays and \( \text{mgrA} \) overexpression.} The creation of an 
EcoRI site in a presumed silent location upstream of the 
\( \text{norA} \) promoter resulted in no change in \( \text{norA} \) expression, which for 
all strains peaked in the mid- to late logarithmic growth phase 
(data not shown) (23). Cumulative \( \text{norA} \) expression, as mea-
sured by MUG assays over a 10-h period for SA-K2124 and its 
\( \text{norA} \) promoter region mutants, and the effect of \( \text{mgrA} \) over-
expression in the same strains are shown in Fig. 4.

In the presence of a wild-type \( \text{norA} \) promoter (SA-K2124), 
\( \text{mgrA} \) overexpression resulted in a significant reduction in \( \text{norA} \) expression (71%; \( P = 0.01 \)). Similar results were observed in 
the Newman background (70%; \( P = 0.03 \)) and to a lesser 
extent in the ISP794 background (38%; \( P = 0.06 \)) (data not
shown). To address the possibility that incubation temperature has a role in the apparent inconsistency between ours and the earlier data with respect to the MgrA effect on norA expression, a MUG assay was performed at 30°C by using SA-K2124 and SA-K2161 (flqB T→A) mutant. Data represent the means of the results from three experiments ± standard deviations. NS, not significant.

The possible role played by the presence of the native mgrA promoters in this apparent discrepancy was addressed by using strains containing pK410 and induced with variable concentrations of tetracycline. We found that mgrA expression had a dose-related repressive effect on norA transcription in SA-K2124 and SA-K2161 (Fig. 5). A similar effect was observed in the wild-type norA promoter norA::lacZ derivatives of ISP794 and Newman, but as was found with pK404, the effect was blunted for ISP794 (data not shown). The blunted effect of mgrA overexpression in ISP794 is most likely the result of uncharacterized genetic differences between it and SH1000 or Newman. However, it is possible that the SigB deficiency of ISP794 also contributes.

Destruction of the near-perfect IR, which encompasses the −10 promoter motif (Fig. 1) and is conserved in all sequenced S. aureus strains, resulted in a nonsignificant reduction in norA expression (15%) (Fig. 4A [SA-K2173]). These data allow us to conclude that the IR probably has no role, or only a minor one, in the regulation of norA expression. mgrA overexpression in the IR mutant background resulted in a 25% reduction in norA expression (Fig. 4B); this effect was quite blunted compared to that observed in the presence of a wild-type promoter and did not reach statistical significance. It is possible that the IR mutation may have a minor effect on the interaction of MgrA with the norA promoter.

The TTAATT consensus sequences upstream of the norA promoter (Fig. 1) are completely conserved among sequenced S. aureus strains. These hexamers have been proposed as potential recognition sites for binding of a regulatory protein such as MgrA. Upon simultaneous disruption of all four of these motifs, a modest (32%, SA-K2242) but nonsignificant reduction in norA expression was observed. Overexpression of mgrA in the TTAATT mutant resulted in a minor reduction in norA expression (18%), less than that observed in the wild-type and IR mutant backgrounds. These data indicate that the TTAATT consensus sequences are important for maximal norA expression. Their elimination removes much of the repressive effect of mgrA overexpression and suggests that MgrA
is likely to interact with one or more of these, or closely linked, sites within the norA promoter region.

Consistent with previous data indicating that the presence of an flaB mutation leads to augmented norA expression, we found that in the SH1000 background all flaB mutants demonstrated a highly significant ≈8-fold increase in norA expression (data for the T→A flaB mutant are shown in Fig. 4A). The same was also observed for SA-K2159 and SA-K2383, the T→A flaB mutants of Newman norA::lacZ and ISP794 norA::lacZ, respectively (data not shown). As noted previously, for all except the T→C flaB mutation, this effect appears to be related purely to augmented transcription. Overexpression of mgra resulted in a significant (65%) reduction in norA expression in the presence of the flaB mutation in the SH1000 background.

Clearly, the regulation of norA expression is complex. The perfect IR that encompasses the −10 motif plays no great role. However, its conservation among sequenced S. aureus strains and the blunted MgrA effect observed in an IR-disrupted mutant suggests that it may be required for the full effect of MgrA on norA expression. As for the perfect IR, disruption of the TTAATT consensus sequences also resulted in a blunted MgrA effect on norA expression. These repeats may serve as recognition sites for the binding of MgrA or other norA-regulatory proteins.

We have established that the flaB mutation has a great effect on norA expression. In its presence, norA transcription is increased significantly. A modest prolongation in half-life was found for one flaB mutant (−2-fold; SA-K2291), but it is probable and indeed likely based on data with other flaB mutants that increased transcription also occurs in this strain. The involvement of the flaB position in the regulation of norA expression is intriguing; it is possible that this position is part of a recognition site for the binding of either MgrA or an as yet unidentified regulatory protein. From Fig. 1, it can be seen that this position is part of an imperfect IR (repeat B) that is conserved in all sequenced S. aureus strains. Perhaps this single base change reduces the affinity of regulatory protein binding. There are numerous examples of regulatory proteins binding to operator regions that include 5′ sequences of mRNA. One of particular relevance is the S. aureus QacR repressor, which binds to an IR region positioned between bases −14 and +14 of the qacA gene encoding the QacA multidrug transporter (13).

The determination of the MgrA footprint in the norA promoter region will address many of the issues we have raised. Such experiments done by using variable MgrA concentrations will reveal if high- and low-affinity binding sites exist, as we have proposed. The blunted effect of mgra overexpression that we observed in the perfect IR and TTAATT consensus sequence mutants may be related to diminished MgrA binding, which can be verified or refuted by footprinting experiments with strains with or without these mutations. Finally, it should be determined whether MgrA binds to the imperfect IR region and, if so, if that binding is affected by flaB mutations. The imperfect IR should also be employed as a target in the search for novel regulatory proteins that target the norA promoter.

Employing two different methods, including primer extension and reporter gene product activity, we have shown that mgra overexpression results in a reduction in norA expression. It may be argued that our use of mgra+ strains as hosts for mgra-containing plasmids may have influenced the results we observed. This is exceedingly unlikely because, if anything, chromosomal mgra expression would have increased as a result of positive autoregulation by MgrA. The quantity of MgrA contributed by this process would be small in comparison to that originating from the plasmid-based gene and would simply add to the overall quantity of MgrA present. This would not have affected our data in any significant way.

Efflux-related resistance may be clinically relevant by itself, but in the case of NorA, it may also favor the emergence of target-based mutations and high-level resistance by diminishing intracellular drug concentrations. It is important to understand the regulation of expression of efflux pumps such as NorA because that understanding may lead to the development of means to interfere with their activity.
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